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Fantom Concealed Floor Mounted Door Holder / Door Stop - Supplied With Clear Sleeve
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Description

Flush mounted magnetic doorstop with hold-open function. The Fantom doorstop system provides a high-quality innovative solution for all
project application requirements.

A flush mounted pin alleviates trip hazards whilst maintaining a modern desirable finish. Concealed rare-earth magnet technology ensures
exceptional mechanical functionality.

The Premium Fantom Doorstop comes with a  steel pin and stainless steel striker plate.  This combination is for all-purpose use with high
durability and smooth functionality. 

This is also the preferred combination for solid core doors due to its performance underweighted testing.

Contains
N33 Magnet

Stainless steel Striker Plate 

2x Stainless steel screws 

Matching Over mould pin 

Floor sleeve
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Fixing Dimensions
A standard 14mm hole in the floor 50mm deep.

Finish
Silver Magnet

Clear over sleeve

IMPORTANT
When installing into carpet, you need to punch or cut away the area of carpet you are about to drill to remove the carpet pile. If you don’t,
the carpet will wrap around your drill bit and will cause a run in your flooring. If you don’t have a carpet punch, you can use a Stanley knife or
small chisel.

It is suited to short pile carpet as you can push the sleeve down into the sub-floor to get good bearing without going to deep into the carpet pile.
Long/deep pile carpet is harder and not advised due to the gap created between the door and the sleeve. (Because the door needs to flow
over the carpet and the floor sleeve has to push deep into the pile. More than likely this will create a gap of more than 15mm max
recommended.)

We recommend only using 1 packer. This means a 20mm gap under your door will reduce down to less than 15mm which is where you want to
be. If your gaps are bigger than that, this system will not be suitable for this situation.

Installation Video
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